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Safeguarding Adults Vlog 

Facilitators Guide 

A guide to help you to use the Safeguarding Adult 

Vlogs as an effective training resource 

 

In November 2019, ESAB produced a series of seven one minute vlogs designed to raise 

awareness of seven different safeguarding issues, based on true stories of real people from 

Southend, Essex and Thurrock. The films show the crisis point of the individual’s stories, and 

focus on particular issues including neglect, gangs and modern day slavery, online abuse, 

homelessness, financial abuse, informal carers and domestic abuse. 
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Structure 

The vlogs contain a series of acted scenarios based upon real life cases designed to provoke 

discussion regarding the various abuse types and safeguarding concerns. Trainers should 

ensure that they allow a minimum time period of 20 minutes per vlog in order to fully discuss 

the learning points for each case. 

 

A video blog, usually shortened to vlog, is a form of blog for which the medium is video and is 

in the form of web television.  Vlogs are often filmed on camera phones or tablets, edited and 

uploaded to the internet. 

 

How should I use the workbook? 

This facilitator guide should be used by the trainer in conjunction with the vlog for training 

purposes.  They are intended to support trainers who are delivering Safeguarding Adults 

training by encouraging engagement from learners through discussion of key points. 

 

The vlogs are intended to be shown separately. One or two appropriate scenarios should be 

selected by the trainer based upon the needs of the group being trained.  Each scenario will 

only play for a minute, but when facilitated well, each scenario will generate substantial 

discussion around potential abuse or neglect. 

 

Each vlog will contain a summary of the case, and prompt questions to develop learner 

discussion.  There will also include further hypothetical situations to extend learning beyond the 
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scenario they have just watched.  Symbols have been used to help you quickly identify different 

useful resources.  The three symbols are identified below: 

 

 

This symbol identifies a list of prompt questions which a trainer should use 

alongside the scenario to generate, develop and lead discussion by learners. 

 

This symbol identifies a list of hypothetical situations which can be used to change 

the path of discussion by learners and help to develop thinking.  

 

This symbol identifies points we have included for the trainer to note. These points 

help the trainer to understand the purpose of the scenario.  These points are intended to make 

the planned learning from the vlog clear and identify the types of issues learners should 

discuss having watched the scenario. 
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Vlog 1 – Neglect – Max’s Story 

  

 

 

 

Max experienced a stroke some years ago. This has 

left him unable to walk and manage certain 

personal care and daily skills.  He lives alone and 

therefore carers visit him 4 times a day to help him 

with all his personal care needs, his meals/drinks 

and medication.  His carers didn’t arrive to provide 

him with the care and support he needs. 

 

 

Learning Outcomes  

By the end of the training session, the following points should be covered: 

• Understand issues relating to neglect 

• Know when to raise a saefguarding concern 

• Know about services locally that can support people receiving care. 

 

“My carers were supposed to 

come ages ago to help me into 

bed, I’ve tried to give them a 

call but no-ones answering” 

Max, 55 
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Vlog 

Click here (https://youtu.be/jduaTJa66P8) to watch the one minute vlog and then use the prompt 

questions if necessary to discuss the issues raised.  The vlog is subtitled.   

 

 

 Prompt Questions  

After watching the vlog, there are a number of prompt questions below.  

✓ What are the group’s thoughts about the scenario? 

✓ Is any abuse taking place? If so what type? 

✓ What indicates that form of abuse? 

✓ Is this a safeguarding concern? 

✓ Would a missed visit by a carer always be a safeguarding concern? 

✓ If Max has concerns about his own care, what are his options? 

✓ Why do you think Max didn’t call his family to tell them his carers hadn’t turned up? 

✓ What strengths/protective factors are there for Max? 

✓ What factors contribute to the risk in Max’s situation?  

✓ How could Max be supported? 

✓ Are there any other organisations that could support Max? 

 

 

 

 

 

Neglect was the most reported adult 

safeguarding risk in the UK last year. 

More than 40% of the reports were in 

peoples’ own homes 

https://youtu.be/jduaTJa66P8
https://eur02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fyoutu.be%2FjduaTJa66P8&data=02%7C01%7C%7Ce58c9ed2ef914bf7176f08d76768e3da%7Ca8b4324f155c4215a0f17ed8cc9a992f%7C0%7C0%7C637091572498197328&sdata=8cyqMk9EoSpTTIBZgUMdgtQOPf%2BcifV4hAn9FL2eEWg%3D&reserved=0
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Question_Mark_Icon_-_Blue_Box.svg
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Question_Mark_Icon_-_Blue_Box.svg
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/
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 Hypothetical Situations 

The group could start discussing hypothetical situations.  Would the response be different if; 

✓ Max paid for his own care? 

✓ The care Max received was more of a voluntary arrangement i.e. care was being provided 

by a family member or a friend? 

✓ Max had developed a pressure ulcer or missed important medication for his health as a 

result of the missed visit? 

✓ Carers turned up to Max’s house and it was cluttered/he hoarded?  What options to 

carers have? 

 

  

 Points to note 

There may be occasions due to unforeseen circumstances i.e. 

weather conditions where a missed visit /late call occurs.  A 

Safeguarding Adult Concern does not need to be made where 

a visit is missed on one occasion and no adverse effect occurs.  

However, where a Home Care agency misses a home visit and 

this has an adverse effect on the adult at risk or where repeat 

missed visits to an adult at risk, whether or not an adverse 

effect has resulted as this indicates neglectful care, these would 

need to be raised as a Safeguarding Adult Concern.   

 

 

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Question_Mark_Icon_-_Blue_Box.svg
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Question_Mark_Icon_-_Blue_Box.svg
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Question_Mark_Icon_-_Blue_Box.svg
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Question_Mark_Icon_-_Blue_Box.svg
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/
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Vlog 2 – Gangs and Modern Day 

Slavery – Tyler’s Story 

Tyler previously experienced a physical assault 

which left him with a significant brain injury.  As 

a result of this he struggles to manage his 

finances and certain aspects of his day to day 

life. Following the brain injury, Tyler found 

himself a victim of cuckooing, when a gang 

used his home as a base for drug dealing.  The 

gang took over his life, constantly monitoring 

him and coercing him to dealing drugs for 

them, saying that ‘he owed them’. 

 

 

 

 

 

Learning Outcomes  

By the end of the training session, the following points should be covered: 

• Understand what modern day slavery and specicifically bonded debt is 

• Factors that may make someone vulnerable to exploitation/cuckooing 

“Now I owe them, and they 

don’t leave my house.   They’re 

everywhere I go.  I’m stuck” 

Tyler, 23 
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• Know organisations that can offer support. 

 

Vlog 

Click here (https://youtu.be/j2euM1xv4Dk) to watch the one minute vlog and then use the 

prompt questions if necessary to discuss the issues raised.  The vlog is subtitled.   

 

 

 Prompt Questions  

After watching the vlog, there are a number of prompt questions below.  

✓ What are the group’s thoughts about the scenario? 

✓ Is any abuse taking place? If so what type? 

✓ What indicates that form of abuse? 

✓ Is this a safeguarding concern? 

✓ What is cuckooing? 

✓ Why was Tyler targeted? 

✓ Why doesn’t Tyler just tell them to leave his home? 

✓ Why might Tyler be reluctant to seek help from social care/Police? 

✓ As Tyler has a brain injury, does that mean that he lacks capacity to make decisions about 

different aspects of his life? 

✓ How could Tyler be supported? 

✓ Are there any other organisations that could support Tyler? 

 

 

 

Last year 1,000 people were 

arrested in connection 

with county lines, with Essex Police 

 

https://youtu.be/j2euM1xv4Dk
https://eur02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fyoutu.be%2Fj2euM1xv4Dk&data=02%7C01%7C%7Ce58c9ed2ef914bf7176f08d76768e3da%7Ca8b4324f155c4215a0f17ed8cc9a992f%7C0%7C0%7C637091572498197328&sdata=ogSGzROLIR6%2BroITOMGqG77ayJq1E24Mtig6isrlWN0%3D&reserved=0
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Question_Mark_Icon_-_Blue_Box.svg
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Question_Mark_Icon_-_Blue_Box.svg
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/
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 Hypothetical Situations 

The group could start discussing hypothetical situations.  Perhaps start discussing: 

✓ What if Tyler was made homeless as a result of the 

criminal activity in his home? 

✓ What if Tyler was arrested for dealing drugs – should 

he be accountable for his actions? 

 

 

  Points to note 

A common feature in county lines drug supply is the exploitation of young and vulnerable 

people - often with mental health or addiction problems - to act as drug runners or move cash 

so they can stay under the radar of law enforcement.  In some cases, the dealers will take over 

a local property, normally belonging to a vulnerable person, and use it to operate their criminal 

activity from. This is known as cuckooing. 

Debt bondage occurs when a person is forced to work to pay off a debt.  They are tricked into 

working for little or no pay, with no control over their debt.  Most or all of the money they earn 

goes to pay off their loan.  The value of their work invariably becomes greater than the original 

sum of money borrowed.  Poverty, threats, violence, surveillance and imprisonment are used to 

make sure they cannot leave or get help.  

Facilitators should be familiar with the Mental Capacity Act, there is no evidence from the vlog 

that Tyler lacks capacity in any aspects of his life. 

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Question_Mark_Icon_-_Blue_Box.svg
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Question_Mark_Icon_-_Blue_Box.svg
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Question_Mark_Icon_-_Blue_Box.svg
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Question_Mark_Icon_-_Blue_Box.svg
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/
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Vlog 3 – Online Abuse – Katie’s Story 

 Katie has a learning disability and lives in a supported living complex.  She has carers to help 

her. Katie became a victim of online abuse when she joined a dating app and formed a 

relationship with a man called Lee.  They contacted each other via social media and Lee made 

requests to Katie which made her feel uncomfortable, such as asking her to send naked 

pictures and videos of herself to him. If Katie refused, Lee would get angry with her to make 

her feel pressured to do what he asked.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Learning Outcomes  

By the end of the training session, the following 

points should be covered: 

• Identify risk factors that may increase 

likelihood of someone being groomed online 

• Discuss prevention strategies  

• Know organisations that can offer support. 

“He wants me to send him 

pictures with no clothes on… 

but I said I didn’t want to.  He 

said if I loved him like he loves 

me then I’d do it” 

Katie, 27 
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Vlog 

Click here (https://youtu.be/RhMuE5QwNfA) to watch the one minute vlog and then use the 

prompt questions if necessary to discuss the issues raised.  The vlog is subtitled.   

 

 

 Prompt Questions  

After watching the vlog, there are a number of prompt questions below.  

✓ What are the group’s thoughts about the scenario? 

✓ Is any abuse taking place? If so what type? 

✓ What indicates that form of abuse? 

✓ Is this a safeguarding concern? 

✓ Why might Lee have targeted Katie? 

✓ Should people with learning disabilities have someone monitor their internet use to 

protect them? 

✓ What techniques might be used when grooming an adult? 

✓ What risks are there to using chat rooms/social media? 

✓ What benefits are there to using chat rooms/social media? 

✓ What would reduce the risk of this happening again to Katie? 

✓ How could Katie be supported? 

✓ Are there any other organisations that could support Katie? 

 

 

 

During 2017-2018 there was a 33% 

increase in recorded online hate 

crime against disabled people 

https://youtu.be/RhMuE5QwNfA
https://eur02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fyoutu.be%2FRhMuE5QwNfA&data=02%7C01%7C%7Ce58c9ed2ef914bf7176f08d76768e3da%7Ca8b4324f155c4215a0f17ed8cc9a992f%7C0%7C0%7C637091572498207317&sdata=AGLwUL%2FXT2%2BnMIPHDfVph48fJvJpvJy3jVVT7AfQlxA%3D&reserved=0
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Question_Mark_Icon_-_Blue_Box.svg
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Question_Mark_Icon_-_Blue_Box.svg
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/
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 Hypothetical Situations 

The group could start discussing hypothetical situations.  Perhaps start discussing: 

• What if Katie was arranging and meeting up with 

women/men?  

• What if Katie was accessing pornography? 

• What if Katie met up with Lee and he was 65 years old, but 

she said that she wanted to continue the relationship?  What 

would you do? 

 

  

 Points to note 

Grooming is a form of abuse that involves manipulating someone until they’re isolated, 

dependent, and more vulnerable to exploitation.  It’s a gradual process.  The abuser picks their 

target, build up trust, and the actual abuse, which is usually sexual or financial, doesn’t come 

until much later.  Grooming makes it more difficult to identify when abuse is happening, and 

more difficult to identify and talk about in retrospect.  Where a crime is suspected to have 

taken place, the police should be contacted. 

Katie is 27 years old and using the internet is part of life.  The solution to this scenario is not to 

stop Katie from using the internet and or control what she can access online.  Links should be 

made to the Mental Capacity Act, specifically Principle 1 (there should be a presumption of 

capacity unless proven otherwise) and Principle 3 (we retain the right to make unwise 

decisions).   

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Question_Mark_Icon_-_Blue_Box.svg
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Question_Mark_Icon_-_Blue_Box.svg
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Question_Mark_Icon_-_Blue_Box.svg
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Question_Mark_Icon_-_Blue_Box.svg
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/
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Vlog 4 – 

Homelessness – Peter’s Story 

  

 

 

 

Peter has Post Traumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD) following his discharge from the army.  Peter 

also has diabetes.  His relationship has broken down with his wife and he is now living in his 

car.  A member of the public found him on the floor by his car and he appeared to be 

unconscious, so they called an ambulance.  Peter had not been taking his medication for 

diabetes which made him unwell. 

 

Learning Outcomes  

By the end of the training session, the following points should be covered: 

• Understand issues relating to self neglect/homelessness 

• Discuss risk factors/protective factors  

• Know about services locally that can support homeless people. 

“Never thought this would be 

my life…..35 years old and living 

in my car.” 

Peter, 35 
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Vlog 

Click here (https://youtu.be/4DYyfJhBGno) to watch the one minute vlog and then use the 

prompt questions if necessary to discuss the issues raised.  The vlog is subtitled.   

 

 

 Prompt Questions  

After watching the vlog, there are a number of prompt questions below.  

✓ What are the group’s thoughts about the scenario? 

✓ Is any abuse taking place? If so what type? 

✓ What indicates that form of abuse? 

✓ What strengths/protective factors are there for Peter? 

✓ What factors contribute to the risk in Peters situation?  

✓ How can Peter manage identified risks? 

✓ What might prevent Peter from accepting support? 

✓ How could Peter be supported? 

✓ What services are there locally that can support homeless people/ex-army veterans? 

✓ Are there any other organisations that could support Peter? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

28 people died in our county in 

the last 5 years due to 

homelessness 

https://youtu.be/4DYyfJhBGno
https://youtu.be/4DYyfJhBGno
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Question_Mark_Icon_-_Blue_Box.svg
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Question_Mark_Icon_-_Blue_Box.svg
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/
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 Hypothetical Situations 

The group could start discussing hypothetical situations.  Would the response be different if; 

✓ Peter used drugs or alcohol.  Would this change anything? 

✓ Peter deliberately didn’t manage his diabetes – does this indicate he lacks capacity? 

✓ Peter didn’t want help and support.  What could you do? 

✓ Peter was offered accommodation but chose not to take it? 

 

  

 Points to note 

Prior to the training session, facilitators should 

be aware of what support services (local or 

national) there are for:  

• People with mental health problems 

• Homeless people 

• Ex-army veterans. 

 

It is important to note there are no indications that Peter lacks capacity in relation to his living 

standards.  Principle 1 states that there should be a presumption of capacity unless proven 

otherwise and Principle 3 states that we retain the right to make unwise decisions.   Living in 

poor conditions which may potentially put an individual’s health at risk is not necessarily an 

indicator of lack of capacity; it could be an unwise decision.   

  

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Question_Mark_Icon_-_Blue_Box.svg
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Question_Mark_Icon_-_Blue_Box.svg
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Question_Mark_Icon_-_Blue_Box.svg
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Question_Mark_Icon_-_Blue_Box.svg
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/
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Vlog 5 – Financial Abuse – Margaret’s Story 

Margaret is an 85 year old widow, who has chronic 

arthritis.  When Steve knocked on her door and offered to 

help her with gardening jobs, Margaret was soon paying 

Steve for countless other repairs which he brought to her 

attention, such as broken tiles and guttering.  Having 

spent all her savings on ‘repairs’, Steve began to get angry 

when she struggled to pay.  Margaret found herself in debt, with no money to pay her bills or 

buy food. 

 

Learning Outcomes  

By the end of the training session, the following points 

should be covered: 

• Understand how someone may be tricked by 

rogue traders/scammers 

• Discuss risk factors/protective factors  

• Know about services locally that can support 

people who have been financially abused. 

 

 

“All my savings are gone, he 

was so kind and helpful at the 

beginning”  

Margaret, 85 
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Vlog 

Click here (https://youtu.be/mzU415Iq6wE) to watch the one minute vlog and then use the 

prompt questions if necessary to discuss the issues raised.  The vlog is subtitled.   

 

 

 Prompt Questions   

After watching the vlog, there are a number of prompt questions below.  

✓ What are the group’s thoughts about the scenario? 

✓ Is any abuse taking place? If so what type? 

✓ What indicates that form of abuse? 

✓ What tactics do rogue traders use when conning people? 

✓ What factors contribute to the risk in Margaret’s situation?  

✓ Why does Margaret carry on getting jobs done even though she is running out of money? 

✓ What prevents Margaret telling friends and family? 

✓ How could Margaret be supported? 

✓ What services are there locally that can support people who have been financially abused? 

✓ Are there any other organisations that could support Margaret? 

 

 

 

 

 

 Hypothetical Situations 

There were 100 doorstep rogue 

trader incidents reported during 

2017-2018 in our county 

https://youtu.be/mzU415Iq6wE
https://eur02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fyoutu.be%2FmzU415Iq6wE&data=02%7C01%7C%7Ce58c9ed2ef914bf7176f08d76768e3da%7Ca8b4324f155c4215a0f17ed8cc9a992f%7C0%7C0%7C637091572498217315&sdata=0NCoUeobYSYB%2F6YzFj337aANEhs6d8ptTwdsncSELjI%3D&reserved=0
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Question_Mark_Icon_-_Blue_Box.svg
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Question_Mark_Icon_-_Blue_Box.svg
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Question_Mark_Icon_-_Blue_Box.svg
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Question_Mark_Icon_-_Blue_Box.svg
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The group could start discussing hypothetical situations.  Would the response be different if; 

✓ Margaret was sending money to an online boyfriend that she had never met in person.  

Would this change anything? 

✓ Margaret was receiving a lot of post/letters asking for money? 

✓ How easy is it to con someone out of money? 

 

  

 Points to note 

The most common type of rogue trader is 

somebody who knocks at the door and to say that 

work needs to be done. These traders in many 

cases have identified vulnerable people who may 

be easier to persuade to allow these jobs to be 

done.  In the majority of cases, the standard 

of workmanship is very poor and on many occasions 

the work is not finished. 

Sometimes victims are repeatedly targeted resulting in significant individual financial losses. 

  

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Question_Mark_Icon_-_Blue_Box.svg
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Question_Mark_Icon_-_Blue_Box.svg
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/
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Vlog 6 – Informal Carers – Nita’s Story 

Nita is 65 years old and is a full time informal 

carer for her husband Charlie, who has 

progressive dementia.  Charlie has recently 

become quite aggressive towards Nita and she 

is struggling to cope with managing everything. 

 

 

 

Learning Outcomes  

By the end of the training session, the following points should be covered. 

• Understand the role of the informal carer 

• Discuss risk factors/protective factors relating to Nita and Charlie 

• Know about services locally that can support carers/family members caring for someone 

with dementia. 

 

 

Vlog 

“He gets so angry… these days 

because of his dementia.  The 

smallest thing is all it takes, I still 

have the bruises from last time.”  

Nita, 62 
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Click here (https://youtu.be/BU1AJIn2MKg) to watch the one (minute vlog and then use the 

prompt questions if necessary to discuss the issues raised.  The vlog is subtitled.   

 

 Prompt Questions  

After watching the vlog, there are a number of prompt questions below.  

✓ What are the group’s thoughts about the scenario? 

✓ Is any abuse taking place? If so what type? 

✓ What indicates that form of abuse? 

✓ What is the role of an informal carer?  

✓ If the aggression is caused by the dementia, is this domestic abuse? 

✓ What strengths/protective factors are there for Nita? 

✓ What factors contribute to the risk in Nita’s situation?  

✓ How could Nita be supported? 

✓ What services are there locally that can support people whose family members have 

dementia? 

✓ Are there any other organisations that could support Nita? 

 

 

 Hypothetical Situations 

The group could start discussing hypothetical situations.  Would the response be different if; 

146,211 adults in Essex are 

informal carers 

43% of people caring for an older 

person are aged over 65 

themselves 

https://youtu.be/BU1AJIn2MKg
https://youtu.be/BU1AJIn2MKg
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Question_Mark_Icon_-_Blue_Box.svg
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Question_Mark_Icon_-_Blue_Box.svg
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Question_Mark_Icon_-_Blue_Box.svg
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Question_Mark_Icon_-_Blue_Box.svg
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/
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✓ Nita lashed out at Charlie after he was violent? 

✓ Charlie didn’t want any support for his dementia, and he had capacity to make that 

decision, how is that balanced with Nita’s need for support? 

✓ Nita is looking after the household bills, what if Charlie (who has capacity) wanted to 

spend his money on things Nita disagreed with? 

✓ Nita locked Charlie in the house when she wasn’t there to keep him safe? 

  

 Points to note 

An informal or family carer is someone, 

who, without payment, provides help and 

support to a partner, child, relative, friend 

or neighbour, who could not manage 

without their help. This could be due to 

age, physical or mental illness, addiction or 

disability.  

 

The Care Act has introduced new rules and regulations that set out national standards for care 

and ensure that carers and the people they care for receive a fair deal. 

 

Just because Charlie has a diagnosis of dementia doesn’t automatically mean that he lacks 

capacity, a capacity assessment would need to be undertaken if there were concerns about a 

specific issue.   
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Vlog 7 – Domestic Abuse – 

Danielle’s Story 

Danielle has Multiple Sclerosis (MS) and was subjected 

to long term domestic abuse and as a result became 

dependent on alcohol.  Her partner was both physically 

and emotionally abusive towards her and he told her 

that her daughter would be taken into care. 

 

Learning Outcomes  

By the end of the training session, the following points should be 

covered: 

• Understand what domestic abuse is 

• Discuss high risk factors according to the DASH risk 

assessment tool  

• Know about services locally that can support people who 

have been abused by a partner or family member. 

 

 

Vlog 

Click here (https://youtu.be/Tzw9Z5Gjd9U) to watch the one minute vlog and then use the 

prompt questions if necessary to discuss the issues raised.  The vlog is subtitled.  

“I really don’t want to lose her, 

he said if I told anyone she 

would be taken away. He 

messed me up so bad when I 

was pregnant”  

Danielle, 34 

https://youtu.be/Tzw9Z5Gjd9U
https://youtu.be/Tzw9Z5Gjd9U
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 Prompt Questions  

After watching the vlog, there are a number of prompt questions below.  

✓ What are the group’s thoughts about the scenario? 

✓ Is any abuse taking place? If so what type? 

✓ What indicates that form of abuse? 

✓ What ways does it appear that Danielle was controlled? 

✓ What ways can an abusive partner use power and control to manipulate a relationship? 

✓ Danielle has left her partner, does this mean that the risk has decreased? Please explain 

reasoning. 

✓ How can Danielle manage identified risks? 

✓ What might have prevented Danielle from seeking help and support? 

✓ How could Danielle be supported? 

✓ What are the effects of living in a household with domestic abuse on the child? 

✓ What services are there locally that can support people who have been in a domestic 

abuse relationship? 

✓ Are there any other organisations that could support Danielle? 

 

 

 Hypothetical Situations 

The group could start discussing hypothetical situations.  Would the response be different if; 

✓ What if her Danielle stayed in the relationship, what should happen with her child? 

✓ Danielle keeps bumping into her ex-partner, although he is not abusive?  

 

41,482 incidents of domestic abuse 

were reported to Essex Police in 

2019 

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Question_Mark_Icon_-_Blue_Box.svg
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 Points to note 

Domestic abuse as an incident or pattern of incidents of 

controlling, coercive, threatening, degrading and violent 

behaviour, including sexual violence, in the majority of cases 

by a partner or ex-partner, but also by a family member or 

carer.   

One of the most important reasons women don’t leave is 

because it can be incredibly dangerous – there is a huge rise in 

the likelihood of violence after separation. 55% of the women 

killed by their ex-partner or ex-spouse in 2017 were killed within the first month of separation 

and 87% in the first year (Femicide Census, 2018).  Often domestic abuse victims experience 

stalking after leaving an abusive partner.  Stalking is a pattern of persistent and unwanted 

attention that makes them feel pestered, scared, anxious or harassed.  

Child contact in domestic abuse situations is also a risky time.  Between January 2005 and 

August 2015, 19 children and two women were killed by perpetrators of domestic abuse in 

circumstances relating to child contact (Women’s Aid, 2016).  

It would be useful to discuss some of the reasons why it may be harder for disabled women 

who are experiencing abuse to protect themselves or to access sources of help. 
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